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We determine the gravitational interaction between two compact bodies up to the sixth power in
Newton’s constant GN , in the static limit. This result is achieved within the effective field theory
approach to General Relativity, and exploits a manifest factorization property of static diagrams
which allows us to derive static post Newtonian (PN) contributions of (2n + 1)-order in terms of
lower order ones. We recompute in this fashion the 1PN and 3PN static potential, and present the
novel 5PN contribution.
INTRODUCTION
The study of the conservative dynamics of the two-
body problem in General Relativity (GR) is one of the
pillars which allows us to determine the gravitational
waveform templates for the LIGO/Virgo [1, 2] data anal-
ysis pipeline [3, 4]. The future generation of detectors
such as the Einstein Telescope [5] and LISA [6] are ex-
pected to gain in sensitivity at least one order of mag-
nitude with respect to the current generation of ground-
based interferometers. Therefore, more accurate predic-
tions on the theoretical side will be required for Gravita-
tional Wave (GW) astrophysics in the next decade [7, 8].
Deviations from the Newton potential due to GR ef-
fects can be studied in the so-called post-Newtonian (PN)
framework, that is by expanding in powers of the two
virial-related quantities, such as the compactness RS/r ∼
GNm/r and the relative (squared) velocity v
2 ∼ GNm/r,
where RS , m, r and GN are the Schwarzschild radius of
the system, its mass and size, and Newton’s constant,
respectively. The first complete 1PN computation was
preformed by Einstein, Infeld and Hoffmann in [9]; since
then, the evaluation of the higher-order terms has been a
formidable effort, whose current state of the art, after the
calculation of the 2PN [10, 11] and 3PN [12–14] contribu-
tions, is represented by the determination of the energy
at 4PN order, which was achieved for the first time in
[15–17] and later confirmed in [18–22] and in [23–26].
The next complexity level, namely the fifth post-
Newtonian approximation (5PN), is qualitatively impor-
tant because of the first appearance of spin-independent
finite size corrections. Several partial results towards this
challenging precision level have become recently available
in the so-called post-Minkowskian expansion, i.e. the ex-
pansion in GN only, for any given order in v, up to the
third order in Newton’s constant GN [27–32].
In the present Letter, we provide a novel contribution
to the 5PN dynamics by tackling the determination of
the highest possible power in GN , namely G
6
N at 5PN,
which amounts to determine the potential in the static
limit.
This goal is achieved by building on the ideas and the
method of [24], where we computed the static potential
at 4PN by adopting the effective field theory (EFT) ap-
proach to GR [33–37], in combination with techniques for
the evaluation of multiloop scattering amplitudes in mo-
mentum space (see also [38] for a related computation in
direct space). The computation of 5PN static corrections
turns out to be actually less demanding than the corre-
sponding 4PN ones, owing to a factorization property of
the static contributions, yielding a drastic simplification
at odd-PN orders, which is explicit and intuitive in the
EFT approach, and is formalized in the current Letter.
The G6N subsector computed here is the highest order
ever computed in powers of GN and, if done by brute
force, involves the evaluation of the most complex in-
tegrals present at 5PN, which, within the EFT expan-
sion, come from the graphs with the largest loop number.
Therefore, its determination, presented here for the first
time, paves the way to the completion of 5PN corrections,
and confirms that the adopted methods are suitable to
systematically tackle higher PN-order computations.
EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY APPROACH
The evaluation of post-Newtonian corrections to the
dynamics of binary systems can be addressed within the
by now established EFT framework [33], reviewed in [35,
37, 39]. Following the lines and notations of [23, 40], we
consider the action of the system, given by
S = Spp + Sbulk (1)
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2in terms of the world-line point particle action, repre-
senting the binary components (for spinless point masses
and neglecting tidal effects)
Spp = −
∑
i=1,2
mi
∫
dτi = −
∑
i=1,2
mi
∫ √
−gµν(xi)dxµi dxνi ,(2)
and of the canonical Einstein-Hilbert action plus a gauge-
fixing (harmonic condition) term [18, 41],
Sbulk = SEH + SGF
= 2Λ2
∫
dd+1x
√−g
[
R(g)− 1
2
ΓµΓ
µ
]
, (3)
where Γµ ≡ gρσΓµρσ. In the above formula, Λ−2 ≡
32piGNL
d−3, where GN is the three-dimensional New-
ton constant, and L is an arbitrary length scale that
keeps the correct dimensions of Λ in dimensional regu-
larization, which cancels out in the expression of physi-
cal observables. In this framework, a Kaluza-Klein (KK)
parametrization of the metric [42–44] is usually adopted:
gµν = e
2φ/Λ
( −1 Aj/Λ
Ai/Λ e
−cdφ/Λγij −AiAj/Λ2
)
, (4)
with γij ≡ δij +σij/Λ, cd = 2(d−1)/(d−2) and i, j run-
ning over the d spatial dimensions. Accordingly, the de-
grees of freedom of the graviton field are reparametrized
in terms of a scalar field φ, a vector field Ai, and a sym-
metric tensor field σij . The field Ai is not actually needed
in the static limit because it always comes in association
with the velocity of one of the compact bodies, so it will
henceforth be set to zero.
In terms of the metric parametrization eq. (4), with
Ai = 0, each world-line coupling to the gravitational de-
grees of freedom φ, σij reads
Spp = −m
∫
dt eφ/Λ
√
1− e−cdφ/Λ
(
v2 +
σij
Λ
vivj
)
−→
static
−m
∫
dt eφ/Λ , (5)
and its Taylor expansion provides the various particle-
gravity vertices involving φ, like the coupling of φ to mat-
ter fields, i.e. the mφn-vertex,
···
n
= − i m
n!Λn
, (6)
where black lines stands for matter and dashed blue lines
indicate φ modes. Also the pure gravity sector Sbulk can
be explicitly written in terms of the KK variables; for the
purpose of this Letter, it is sufficient to report here only
the structure of the static terms not containing the field
~A [45]:
Sbulk ⊃
∫
dd+1x
√
γ
{
f(σij)− cd(~∇φ)2
}
, (7)
where f is a function depending on the field σij only.
The complete set of Feynman rules, also involving the
fields σij and Ai (respectively indicated by green and red
lines), can be found in [24].
The two-body effective action can be found by integrat-
ing out the gravity fields from the above-derived actions
exp[iSeff ] =
∫
DφDσij exp[i(Sbulk + Spp)] . (8)
Within the field-theoretical approach, the functional inte-
gration can be perturbatively expanded in terms of Feyn-
man diagrams involving the gravitational degrees of free-
dom as internal lines only, viewed as dynamical fields
emitted and absorbed by the point particles which are
taken as nondynamical sources. Each diagram shows a
manifest power counting both in the bodies’ relative ve-
locities and in GN (any bulk vertex involving k fields
carries a factor (GN )
k
2−1 and any mφn-vertex carries a
factor (GN )
n
2 ), thus allowing for a systematic PN clas-
sification. The most elementary diagram in the EFT ap-
proach is represented by the Newton-potential graph
VN = = −GNm1m2
r
, (9)
na¨ıvely dubbed as 0PN diagram.
FACTORIZATION THEOREM
Definition: Static EFT-gravity diagrams can be clas-
sified according to the type of couplings between mat-
ter and φ fields. We can distinguish between: factoriz-
able graphs, which contain at least one mφn-vertex with
n > 1, and prime graphs, which contain only matter-φ
vertices of the type mφ, namely where each φ, coming
from the bulk (and not propagating between bulk ver-
tices), couples individually to matter (see fig. 1 left).
Factorizable graphs can be obtained by sewing together
two, or more, subgraphs that, upon merging, share a
mφn-vertex (n > 1) (see fig. 1 right).
Figure 1. Examples of a prime 4PN-graph (left) and of a
factorizable 5PN-graph (right): the latter can be obtained by
sewing the former and the Newton potential diagram.
Proposition: Inspection of eq.(7) shows that the
only bulk gravity vertices allowed in a static graph are
those containing (a) zero or two φs and (b) any number
3of σijs; the latter cannot however be attached to any
particle, see eq.(5), so they can just propagate between
bulk vertices. This observation is crucial to prove an
important property of prime graphs, which constitute
the first novel result of this communication:
Theorem: Static prime graphs exist only at even 2n-
PN orders. Equivalently, static graphs at odd (2n+1)-PN
orders are factorizable.
Proof: This statement can be proven by showing that
any prime static graph must have an even number of φ
fields attached to the particles.
For the Newtonian graph, it is trivially true by con-
struction. Graphs generated by PN corrections, O(G2N ),
necessarily contain bulk vertices φφσk (with k ≥ 1), com-
ing from the expansions of the graviton self-interaction
terms. For these diagrams, two cases may occur: i) each
internal φ propagator is contracted on the one side with
a matter-φ vertex, and, on the other side, with a φφσk
vertex, therefore it contributes with one power of mi to
the mass dimensions of the graph; ii) a φ propagator, not
coupled with matter, must necessarily connect two φφσk
vertices, therefore it does not contribute to the mass di-
mensions of the graph. Since the bulk vertices between
φ and σ fields (φφσ, φφσσ, . . . ) are quadratic in φ, and
because prime graphs are characterized by either (i) or
(ii) , we can conclude that the total number of φ fields
that depart from the bulk vertices and couple to matter
(either m1 or m2) is an even number.
This implies that, being ni the number of φ fields cou-
pled to the matter mi (i = 1, 2), the total masslike power
of static prime graphs is mn11 m
n2
2 , with n1 + n2 = 2n
and n ∈ N+. On the other side, they correspond
to static classical contributions, therefore, they must
consequently scale as G
(2n−1)
N m
n1
1 m
n2
2 /r
(2n−1) (classical
diagrams do not contain loops in the dynamical fields),
finally implying that they belong to an even-PN order. 
Due to the factorization theorem, the general struc-
ture of the contribution to the potential of a given n-PN
factorizable diagram, in terms of the product of lower
PN-order graphs, reads
V factorizablen =
(
VL,n1 × VR,n2
)
×K × C , (10)
where: i) the PN orders, n1 of the left graph VL and
n2 of the right graph VR, are such that n1 + n2 + 1 =
n; ii) K accounts for the new matter-φk vertex of Vn
(emerging from the sewing) out of the ones included in
the lower order contributions, VL,n1 and VR,n2 ; and iii)
C = Cfactorizablen /(CL,n1 × CR,n2) where the C’s are the
combinatoric factors associated with each graph.
GRAVITY AND FIELD THEORY DIAGRAMS
In a quantum field theory approach, any EFT-gravity
graph can be interpreted as four-particle scattering am-
plitude [24]. The contribution of each amplitude to
the two-body potential V can be obtained by taking its
Fourier transform,
V = i lim
d→3
∫
p
eip·r
2 3
1 4
(11)
where,
∫
p
≡ ∫ ddp/(2pi)d, the box diagram stands for
a generic EFT-gravity diagram, and p is the momentum
transfer of the source (assuming momentum conservation
p1 + p2 = p3 + p4, then p = p3 − p2 = p1 − p4). Since
the sources, represented by black lines, are static and do
not propagate, any EFT-gravity amplitude at order G`N
can be mapped into an (` − 1) loop two-point function
with massless internal lines and external momentum p
(p2 6= 0) [24]. This observation was crucial to perform the
4PN static calculation by employing computational tech-
niques developed for the evaluation of multiloop Feyn-
man integrals in high-energy particle physics. Moreover,
in the current Letter, we observe that the integration on
p can be seen as an additional loop integration, hence
it can be represented by an `-loop vacuum diagram, ob-
tained by joining the external legs into a propagatorlike
line (indicated by an inner black line), as
∫
p
eip·r ≡ → . (12)
In the last step, we introduce a suggestive diagrammatic
representation of the Fourier integral as an `-loop vac-
uum graph by pinching the internal black line. The pres-
ence of the dot “•” indicates the residual r dependence
of the contribution (not to be confused by fully massless,
hence scaleless vacuum diagrams that vanish in dimen-
sional regularization).
In the case of factorizable EFT-diagrams, the pinch-
ing generates the product of factorized vacuum diagrams.
For example, the contribution to the 5PN potential of the
diagram in fig. 1 (right) becomes∫
p
eip·r → , (13)
directly representing the product of the Newton potential
and of a 4PN-term, respectively represented by a one-
loop and a five-loop vacuum diagram.
RESULTS
We verified that the static potential at 1PN and 3PN
[40] can be derived by applying the factorization theorem
4to the relevant diagrams.
We now apply the factorization theorem to the 5PN
case, computed for the first time in the present Letter.
There are 154 diagrams to evaluate and it is convenient
to divide them in four classes, according to their factor-
ization patterns. For ease of notation, we arrange the
5PN static graphs in four subsets, displaying the lower-
PN corrections they stem out from, and give the factors
K and C as understood.
1. There are 11 diagrams composed of six Newtonian
factors, combined in different ways, and schematically
represented as ( )6
. (14)
The contribution to the 5PN potential coming from this
set of diagrams is
VN6 = 1
720
G6Nm
6
1m2
r6
+
1
3
G6Nm
5
1m
2
2
r6
+3
G6Nm
4
1m
3
2
r6
+ (m1 ↔ m2) . (15)
2. One can build static factorizable diagrams as products
of three Newtonian graphs, and either of the 2PN prime
graphs, schematically represented as:( )3
×
( )
. (16)
This set contains 49 diagrams, 9 of which are vanishing,
because one of the 2PN factors is indeed zero. The com-
bined contribution of the remaining diagrams is
VN3×2PN = 1
18
G6Nm
6
1m2
r6
+
16
3
G6Nm
5
1m
2
2
r6
+
229
6
G6Nm
4
1m
3
2
r6
+ (m1 ↔ m2) . (17)
3. In this class, we consider 5PN diagrams schematically
represented by the product of one Newtonian graph with
each of the 25 static prime 4PN diagrams studied in [24]
(the cardinal number attached to each graph is the same
as in [24], for ease of comparison)
×
(
26 · · · 50
)
. (18)
This set contains 79 diagrams, 16 of which are vanish-
ing (due to vanishing 4PN factors). The remaining 63
diagrams give
VN×4PN = 1
5
G6Nm
6
1m2
r6
+
23
3
G6Nm
5
1m
2
2
r6
+
166
3
G6Nm
4
1m
3
2
r6
+ (m1 ↔ m2) . (19)
Interestingly, let us observe that although this set con-
tains contributions that are individually divergent in the
d → 3 limit, as well as factors of pi2, within their sum
all poles and irrational factors cancel, and the result is
indeed finite and rational.
4. Finally, we consider static 5PN diagram formed by the
product of two 2PN graphs, schematically represented as( )2
. (20)
This term contains 15 5PN graphs, 5 of which are mani-
festly vanishing, while the contribution of the remaining
10 diagrams reads:
V(2PN)2 = 1
18
G6Nm
6
1m2
r6
+
11
6
G6Nm
5
1m
2
2
r6
+
37
3
G6Nm
4
1m
3
2
r6
+ (m1 ↔ m2) . (21)
Total 5PN static potential. By combining all the pre-
vious results, the expression for the static sector of the
5PN potential finally reads,
V(5PN)static = VN6 + VN3×2PN + VN×4PN + V(2PN)2
=
5
16
G6Nm
6
1m2
r6
+
91
6
G6Nm
5
1m
2
2
r6
+
653
6
G6Nm
4
1m
3
2
r6
+ (m1 ↔ m2) . (22)
This expression contains the genuine G6N contribu-
tion coming from graphs, without contributions gener-
ated from lower-GN terms when using the equations of
motion to eliminate terms quadratic at least in the ac-
celerations. Together with the factorization theorem, the
above expressions constitute the second important result
of this Letter [46].
Check: test-particle limit. It is possible to verify that
the coefficient of the term m61m2 agrees with what can
be expected from the extreme mass ratio limit m2 
m1. In this limit, where only the graphs displayed in
fig. 2 contribute, it is possible to consider the body with
mass m2 as a test particle in the Schwarzschild metric
generated by the body with mass m1.
The action describing the dynamics of the test body
has still the form Spp described in eq.(2), but with gµν
given by the Schwarzschild metric in harmonic coordi-
nates (which is obtained from the traditional form by the
simple radial coordinate shift r → r+GNm1) instead of
the Minkowski one.
In the static limit, v2 = 0, only the term g00 survives,
and the effective Lagrangian reads
Lm2m1static = −m2
√−g00 = −m2
√
1− GNm1r
1 + GNm1r
. (23)
5Figure 2. 5PN graphs contributing to the test-particle limit.
The last graph (bottom-right) does not contribute to the 5PN
potential, because its 4PN subdiagram vanishes.
By expanding this expression in GNm1r , one obtains the
sequence
(1,− 12 , 12 ,− 38 , 38 ,− 516 , 516 ,− 35128 , 35128 ,− 63256 , . . . ) of all the
coefficients of the nPN static terms GnNm
n
1m2/r
n, includ-
ing the − 516 of the 5PN term reported in eq.(22) (where
the potential is correctly reported with opposite sign with
respect to the lagrangian term).
CONCLUSION
We studied the two-body conservative dynamics at
fifth post-Newtonian order (5PN) in the static limit
within the effective field theory approach to General
Relativity. We determined an essential contribution of
the complete 5PN potential at O(G6N ), coming from 154
Feynman diagrams. We proved a factorization property
of the static diagrams at odd-PN order, and exploited
it to show that their contribution can be determined re-
cursively, from lower PN orders. The result of the static
potential at order G6N is found to be finite and rational
- a property clearly inherited from the static G5N sector
- and exhibits the expected Schwarzschild-like behavior
in the extreme mass ratio limit. The factorization the-
orem can be applied as well to even-PN orders, where
it simplifies the evaluation of a large subset of the con-
tributing diagrams, therefore becoming a powerful tool
to systematize and to ease the computations at high-PN
orders.
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